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The Adventures of Following an Unruly King 

My Favorite New Testament Story  
 Matthew 26:6-13, Mark 11:12-14, Luke 5:36-39, John 8:1-11  

Pastor Ben Harms 

 

Video - Hi, my name is Ben Harms.  For the last four and a half years I have had the privilege of 

being on staff here at Lincoln Berean as a pastor of Twenty Somethings.  But a few months ago, as I 

was preparing a sermon called “It May Not Be What you Expect”. I don’t know if you remember it; 

maybe you were or were not paying attention, but little did I know that as I was preparing that 

sermon, God would be calling our own family into a season of transition and change.  And so, 

actually, about a month ago my wife and I boldly stepped out into a new adventure that God is 

calling us to, and it’s been a wild run. 

 

And speaking of adventure, my wife and I will have been married for almost eleven years, and we 

have two fiery, feisty, amazing girls.  Emily is four years old, and Saylor is our one-year old.  And 

we just love pursuing God in all sorts of new and adventurous ways.  

 

So what is one thing that you don’t know about my wife?  She’d totally kill me if I did that.  But the 

one thing you don’t know about me, I love to go kayaking in swimming pools.  I am hoping to start 

a hand-knitted sweater company called “Beautiful Sweaters for Beautiful People”.  One thing you 

may not know about me:  I love Canadians and maple syrup, and I love Canadians who make maple 

syrup.  I hope to start a boat-making company here in Lincoln because there are so many people in 

need of boats.  I don’t know if you’ve been to Holmes Lake.  I used to love Taco Bell, but I don’t 

anymore.  There’s a story.  And that is one thing that you may not know about me.  Anyway, I am 

really excited to be here with you this weekend and dig into these wild and holy and adventurous 

scriptures with you and share perhaps not just one, but maybe a few different stories of Jesus that 

are really inspiring and have meant a lot to me in my own journey. 

 

Ben on stage:  Good morning, my brothers and sisters.  I don’t know how I’ll maintain any sense of 

credibility with you after telling you that I love Canadians who make maple syrup, but let’s just see 

where we go together this morning.  It really is a pleasure to be with you to share some of my own 

story with you, as well as share some scripture that has really transformed my own life and my own 

journey. But as we begin, I have a few questions for you, because at the end of the day, this is about 

all of us, right?  Like learning more and being transformed.  So, a few questions—we’ll see where 

you land.  Have you ever found yourself wanting more passion in your spiritual life?  Thank you, 

yes.  Have you ever been spiritually bored?  Has your faith ever felt outdated?  Boring?  Irrelevant 

to the world around you?  Has there ever been a moment when you’ve wondered if following Jesus 

is actually worth it?  Now, I don’t know about you, but I have answered yes to every one of these 

questions; and if not just once, many times in my own journey.  I’ve spent my entire adult life in 

vocational ministry, and yet I still wrestle with these questions because the way of following Jesus 

can often be really difficult, right?  And we, as humans, struggle with:  Okay, but maybe you 

answered, “No” to all of those.  But do you know anyone at any point in time who has ever felt any 

of the above?  Maybe a friend, a kid, a spouse, a coworker—someone who says I just don’t know if 

I buy it, or why is it that I just don’t feel any sense of passion or movement when it comes to this 

faith?  It just feels like it’s “all up here” but it just doesn’t connect “in here” (heart).  If you answer 

yes to this, or if you answered no to all of these, it’s probably because you’re just playing “Words 
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with Friends” on your phone and you haven’t been paying attention.  But if you’ve answered yes to 

any of these, I believe that there’s something for each one of us today as we wrestle through these 

Scriptures. 

 

See, for me, these have all been really true in my life, and I’ve had to wrestle through them.  And so 

today I want to share four different perceptions with you that I personally have had.  And not only 

that I have had, but that a larger culture has also had.  You see, one of the things you don’t know 

about me as well that I didn’t put in the video is that I kind of consider myself a connoisseur of 

youth and millennial culture.  I’m a token millennial.  I am 31.  Last night I almost said my wrong 

age, and it’s a bit embarrassing because I like had to stop and do the math.  But I’m 31. I’m a token 

millennial.  So 18-35 year-olds—we’re sort of this next generation.  And I have just, for whatever 

reason, always been so curious about the way that we think.  Part of it is really natural because I just 

think that way, like where we’re going and what the future looks like.  And I love wrestling and 

thinking about in 20 years, what is this world going to be like that my kids and grandkids are going 

to grow up in?  And so I’ve spent my life just sort of studying and getting to know not only my own 

generation, but yet that which is to come.  And so I’m going to share some insights with you today 

that I’ve learned that I think are really formational in how we live out our faith in the future and 

how we wrestle through Scripture.  And I, too, resonate with a lot of these things. 

 

So let’s start with a couple of quick steps—some current trends.  So all of these come out of two 

different studies, one by Pew Research this year (2015), and a lot of stuff out of Barna Research that 

is from about 2011, so all pretty recent stuff.   

 

Eighty-five percent of the silent generation—so how many of you here are born between 1928 and 

1945?  If you’re young in the room, raise your hand.  All right, yeah? (And I see you back there).  

So the silent generation—I have no idea where they came up with the name silent; sorry, I didn’t 

come up with that name; don’t blame me—85 percent of you consider yourselves Christians in one 

way or another.  Only 56 percent of today’s younger millennials do the same.  That is a huge, 

drastic change.  And of those younger millennials, 80 percent of them were raised in Christian 

homes.  Something is happening in our world.  Something is changing where this faith that we 

believe is becoming less and less relevant to our world. 

 

Another trend:  Thirty-five percent of millennials do not identify with a religion at all.  This is a 

huge shift, and we’re actually becoming known as the generation of the “none’s”.  We have no 

religious affiliation.  That’s double the amount of boomers.  How many boomers in the room—born 

in the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s?  Yeah, we have some boomers.  Let’s have a boomer party this morning.  

And that is also triple that of the silent generation.  So this huge shift is taking place in our world 

where our faith—the way of Christianity, the way of following Jesus—is becoming less and less 

relevant in the world.  This is something I have spent my life wrestling with, something I am 

incredibly passionate about, something that needs to change in our world. 

 

So today I want to share a few of those perceptions.  Some of them are really punchy and just hard 

to hear and hard to take. And yet, at the same time, they have been true for me, and I have believed 

them and thought them at one point.  But I also want to move us from there into these pieces of the 

stories of Jesus and who He is and what He invites us into that, for me, completely change the story.  

So I don’t know about you, but I hope you’re ready for an adventure, because we are going to find 

some today as we dig into this Scripture.  So as we begin, why don’t you pray with me: 
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Father, thank You that we could come together and that we have this safe place to just 

wrestle and authentically pursue You.  And I just fear that as I open up and share these 

stories that have meant so much to me, I pray that it wouldn’t be about the stories that I 

share, but that in the same way You’ve met me in Your Scriptures and the story and who 

Jesus is, I pray that all of us here can encounter You in that same way, that it might disrupt 

us, it might change us, it might invite us into seeing the world in a new way.  So may Your 

Scriptures speak a fresh and a bold word to each one of us this morning.   In Your name, 

we pray.  Amen 

 

So let’s jump in.  Again, these are my perceptions.  I wrote these.  But there are also some trends 

that go with them.  But at one point in time I’ve felt all of these.   

 

So, Perception 1:  My story is so full of brokenness, struggle, bad decisions and waste, the church 

truly doesn’t welcome someone like me.   

 

Now a couple of summers ago, I was able to share more of my story with you, but just a quick 

recap:  I grew up in a Christian home.  My parents were missionaries.  My dad was a pastor.  And 

eventually my parents got a divorce.  And I grew up in this tension of this is what we preach, and 

yet living in this totally different world.  And with that, I carried all of this sort of struggle and 

questions and doubt around what my faith looks like and what it means—and with that, a lot of 

brokenness and a lot of struggle—and then just the weight of my own decisions—the times that I’ve 

hurt people that I love, the times that I’ve just absolutely walked away from God. 

 

So, often I have felt as though I can’t bring that here because this is a place where we have it “all 

together”.  This is a place where you wear the right clothes and you say the right things, and you 

show up and you go to Sunday school—which I got kicked out of a lot growing up.  And you sit 

and, you know, you follow all the rules and you do all the right things, and then you can fit in here.  

And I’ve really struggled with this reality. 

 

And we’re going to jump into a story that, for me, really helps reshape this.  So Matthew 26, and if 

you want to follow along in your own Bible, or if you like to take notes, do that.  Feel free to follow 

along, but I’m going to have all of these up here (on the screen) as well.  So choose your own 

adventure morning—in more ways than one—but you’ll find out later.  Matthew 26:6-13: 

 

Now when Jesus was in Bethany, at the home of Simon the leper, a woman came to 

Him with an alabaster vial of very costly perfume, and she poured it on His head as 

He reclined at the table. (*NASB, Matthew 26:6-7) 

 

I picture Jesus in one of those salon chairs, and He is like chilling, and so anyway, sorry...   

 
 But the disciples were indignant when they saw this (what a strong word right there), 

and said, “Why this waste? For this perfume might have been sold for a high price 

and the money given to the poor.” But Jesus, aware of this, said to them, “Why do you 

bother the woman? For she has done a good deed to Me. For you always have the 

poor with you; but you do not always have Me. For when she poured this perfume on 

My body, she did it to prepare Me for burial. Truly I say to you, wherever this gospel 

is preached in the whole world, what this woman has done will also be spoken of in 

memory of her.” (Vs. 8-13) 
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So we’re preaching the gospel this morning and we’re remembering this woman, and I love that.  

It’s still true.  (Just a side note.) 

 

So we have this scene playing out:  Jesus hanging out in this house; woman comes in, pours this 

incredibly expensive perfume on His head.  And I just picture it sort of like soaking into His hair 

and His clothes and mixing in with the dirt around Him.  And it’s just disappearing. And the 

disciples have this moment of panic.  “No, no, no, you can’t do that!  That is so…why this waste? 

Why would you do that when this could have done so many other things?!” And so when I read this 

the first few times throughout my life, you know, I was thinking about things like: what about the 

poor?  How do we steward what we have well?  What does that look like?  And then Jesus is talking 

about the foreshadowing of His own death and inviting them into something else happening here. 

 

I always sort of read it on those notes, and then one day I came across this, and something just stuck 

out to me that changed so many things for me.  This question of these disciples:  Why this waste?  

 

So when I look at my own story and the perceptions that I have of the church and my own 

brokenness and the waste that is in my life, the years of struggle, the years of why did we do that? 

Why did that happen? What was all of that effort for? It just feels like it was wasted.  And I feel like 

I can’t really bring that here, and do I fit in if I’m not all put together?  And here, in this moment, 

the disciples ask the question:  “Why this waste?”  And yet, Jesus goes on to paint this much bigger 

picture: You don’t understand; there’s something else happening here.  There’s such a bigger story 

playing out.  It’s not just waste.   You see, she’s a part of this moment where she’s preparing 

something bigger for things that are to come. 

 

I don’t know about you, but what are those places in your life that you look back on?  What is up 

with that waste?  Maybe it’s a marriage that came to an end.  Maybe it’s a relationship with a friend 

that you just bled for, that you just poured yourself into, only in the end to feel betrayed.  Maybe it’s 

a kid that you spent your life raising and loving and nurturing, only to see them walk away.  Maybe 

it was a business idea, or years that you invested into a movement, or a thing, only to see it come to 

an end and not turn out the way you hoped it would be.  We all have seasons in our life that we look 

back on and think: why that waste?   

 

And yet, Jesus in this moment invites His disciples and this woman into realizing that in His 

kingdom nothing is ever wasted.  And for me, as I struggled with my own perception of my own 

story, my own life, my own decisions, I had this moment of encountering Jesus here where He 

invites me to see:  No, that’s not wasted.  There’s no waste.  

 

Just a few nights ago, my wife and I were with some really good friends of ours.  And we were 

catching up, and it was a few years ago since we’d really been with them.  And at that time, they 

were literally in the middle of a decision of whether or not their marriage was going to make it.  

And as we talked, we said, “Well, so how are things?”  Like that awkward question.  “So last time 

we were together, you were there.  So how are we doing now?”  But I’ll never forget what she said.  

First thing she said was, “I will put our marriage up against anybody’s.”  You see, what she came to 

understand is that those years of struggle and of being on the fringe of maybe not even making it, it 

made them stronger.  But if you allow the redemption and the restoration that God desires for all of 

us to transcend what we think is waste, it’s an invitation into something so much deeper, so much 

more beautiful, because in the kingdom of God, nothing is ever wasted. 
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I don’t know what it is in your life that you’re holding that you feel like what is up with that waste?  

But for me, encountering Jesus in the Scriptures helps change that perception.  It’s not waste.  And 

it’s also not just a trivial, “All things work out for good”.  I mean, yes, that’s true but we have to 

allow ourselves to walk into the process and the struggle of it and allow Jesus to transform it. 

 

Colossians 1 talks about how God is about the reconciliation of ALL things—not just the good 

things, not just the okay things—but those lows and those highs—ALL of it.  And His kingdom has 

value, and nothing is ever wasted. 

 

Perception 2:  Christianity is judgmental and hypocritical.  That one’s a little punchy.  I’ve thought 

it a lot.  This is something that I have really wrestled with.  I grew up in a home where it was 

actually taught that interracial marriage was an abomination.  I mean I literally grew up learning 

racist things, and it took me years of sort of undoing a lot of those things.  But in the end, I ended up 

in this place of really struggling with our faith.  The world around sort of sees us as this, and I began 

to see it too, and I became really cynical.  And I’ve had to wrestle with, “Is that really true?  Are we 

that?  Because if we’re that, I don’t want anything to do with it.”  And yet, as I encountered these 

stories of Jesus, I started to see something else.  But what does the world think of this?   

 

Another trend, especially among millenniums, when surveying millennial non-Christians, their 

largest perceptions were that Christianity is judgmental and hypocritical—and 87 and 85 percent of 

them said this.  This breaks my heart, and it frustrates me a lot because this is not what I’ve 

encountered in Scripture.  So let’s take a look at another story.  John, chapter 8: 

 

Early in the morning He (Jesus) came again into the temple, and all the people were 

coming to Him; and He sat down and began to teach them. The scribes and the 

Pharisees *brought a woman caught in adultery, and having set her in the center of 

the court, they *said to Him, “Teacher, this woman has been caught in adultery, in the 

very act. (They’re so proud of that.  They even noted it.  “We busted her in the moment!”) 

Now in the Law Moses commanded us to stone such women; what then do You say?” 

(Well, let’s pin Jesus down and see if we can trick him.) They were saying this, testing 

Him, so that they might have grounds for accusing Him. But Jesus stooped down and with 

His finger wrote on the ground.  (What was He writing?  Such a fascinating moment.  Such 

an interesting question.)  But when they persisted in asking Him, He straightened up, and 

said to them, “He who is without sin among you, let him be the first to throw a stone at 

her.” (Man, you’re there in that moment, I imagine like whew!)  Again He stooped down and 

wrote on the ground.  When they heard it, they began to go out one by one, beginning with 

the older ones, and He was left alone, and the woman, where she was, in the center of the 

court.  Straightening up, Jesus said to her, “Woman, where are they? Did no one condemn 

you?” 11 She said, “No one, Lord.” And Jesus said, “I do not condemn you, either. Go. 

From now on sin no more.” (John 8:2-11) 

 

Jesus at this moment, with this woman doesn’t condemn her, doesn’t judge her, but invites her back 

into the shalom and the peace and the wholeness that God had always intended.  And He has this 

incredible moment where the judgment of the religious leaders of the day—those that had it all 

together, those that were all put together, ready with stones in hand to judge this woman—Jesus, in 

his own poetic, creative yet challenging and disruptive way, writes in the ground.  I think He was 

writing their names.  That’s my best guess.  I don’t know for sure, but I think that’s what He was 

doing.  He was writing something in the dirt.  And whatever it is that He wrote, you start hearing 

these sounds as these stones fall to the ground.  And it’s this beautiful moment where Jesus, 
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teaching us thousands of years later, “I haven’t come to condemn the world.  I’ve come to save it. I 

haven’t come to judge it.  I’ve come to set it free.”  I mean we’ve sung these songs and Bryan 

shared these Scriptures earlier about the freedom in Christ—not the judgment, not the 

condemnation. 

 

And as I encounter these stories again, it moves me from this perception of, “Gosh, I just don’t 

know…this faith system seems so full of hypocrisy and judgment, and it moves me into this place of 

like, ‘But that is not who Jesus is at all!’”   

 

I think I’d be remiss if I didn’t bring up one of these recent major issues.  But a few weeks ago 

when the Supreme Court ruled that same-sex marriage would be legal across the entire country, it 

broke my heart to see how so many Christians responded.  My newsfeed on Facebook and on 

Twitter were just full of condemnation and judgment, and so many gay friends have shared with me 

the hurt that they felt in hearing these comments and these remarks that were happening.  And it’s 

not just in my own personal stories that this happens, but there is this perception.  The most 

common perception among millennials is that present-day Christianity is anti-homosexual.  Ninety-

one percent of non-Christians and eighty percent of young church-goers say that this phrase 

describes Christianity.  I don’t know about you, but I am not anti-anyone.  And I believe that what 

Jesus calls us to is before every single person made in the image of God, no matter who you are, 

where you come from, what you do, what’s been done to you—no matter who you are, the gospel is 

for you!  It’s for everyone.  And yet, I read this, and it breaks my heart that this has gotten in the 

way of people encountering Jesus.  It’s as if we’ve taken this people group and we’ve put them in 

the middle of a court and we’re standing here with stones.  And yet, Jesus walks up and writes my 

name in the dirt because, if we’re going to stone anybody, it might as well be me for the things that 

I’ve done and the brokenness that I have in my own life.  I so appreciated Bryan’s email the day that 

this ruling came out that he sent to the whole church. If you didn’t get it, ask somebody who gets 

our emails and have them forward it to you, because it was beautifully written.  At the end of the 

day, this isn’t about winning some culture war.  Let’s stop throwing stones on line.  Let’s stop 

trying to win some battle, and let’s look to love people individually.  Each and every one of our 

neighbors, every person in this world—it is about loving them and getting them to encounter Jesus 

in the same way that this woman was able to.  Let’s get people to the source of all love and all 

grace.  And that, at the end of the day, is what it is about.  

 

And this, for me, this is a big issue for our generation.  And it’s hard to navigate, and it’s very 

complex.  But I want to do it with love, and I want to do it with grace.  And I want to see this 

perception change, because I don’t care who you are or where you come from:  You are welcome 

here—because at the end of the day, grace changes everything.  Everything!  It’s changed it for me.  

It’s changed it for the world.  But what we’re not known for in this country, as Christians, as the 

Church, is grace—at least not in my generation.  And I’m all about changing that.  And for me and 

my own story, I, too, felt that Christians were judgmental and hypocritical, and now I’ve 

encountered this grace, and it’s changed everything for me.  And I’m so thankful for it. 

 

Perception 3 (not that this is any lighter): Following Jesus sucks all of the adventure out of life.  So 

again, for me, growing up in the church, there was this sense of like, “This is just really, really 

boring.”  And not only did I feel that way, but so many other millennials also felt that way.  When 

you show up here, it’s not about learning and having fun and all these things.  The perception is that 

I just show up and I have to follow all the rules, and it’s just stale and it’s lifeless, and there’s just 

no adventure.  And for me, I have lots of stories that sort of stack up to this.  But one of them that I 

want to share with you is one of my favorites.   
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I had moved here my sophomore year in high school and didn’t know a soul, and I wanted to make 

some new friends.  So we moved here—it was kind of mid-semester—and I thought, you know, the 

only way you’re gonna meet people is get involved.  You just start doing something and do it with 

other people.  Well, I can do that.  I can get in a room with other people and make some noise and 

make some friends hopefully.  So I saw this poster on the wall, and it was like a Student Council 

sign-up for new students.  And I was like, “I’ll try Student Council.”  So I jumped in and I met a 

few people, and little did I know that we were coming to the end of the term of that student council.  

I was thinking if you want to be on Student Council again, you have to actually run, and then the 

whole student body votes and you get voted in.  And I was thinking I have no chance.  Nobody even 

knows who I am.  And so I came up with this idea.  I was in this photography class and I rallied the 

students around me who are friends.  I said, “I need you to help me create a campaign so that I can 

be part, officially, of Student Council.”  And they were thinking:  This is dumb. No.  Why would we 

help you do that?  And I was like, “Okay, hold on, hold on!  Here’s the idea!  I need you to make 

posters that say ‘Don’t vote for Ben Harms!’  And then put anything you want—any reason—I 

don’t care as long as you don’t demean people or a people group, or don’t swear.  I don’t want to 

get into too much trouble for this, but ‘Don’t vote for Ben Harms’”.  And they came up with all 

sorts of creative stuff.  “He eats yellow snow.”  “He loves Dolly Parton”.  “He doesn’t even go to 

school here”.  I mean it was the most ridiculous things.  The next thing you know, it was like five 

people helping me do this. The whole class, because they are high-scholars, were like, “Wait, we 

can make fun of you on this poster and hang it somewhere?  Sure, we’re in!”  Next thing I think you 

know, I have 30 people making these posters, and there are hundreds of them.  And by the end of 

the class period, everyone goes out and we hang them.  I mean they are everywhere!  I left that class 

and walked down the hall, and I’m like oh no, what have I done?   

 

In the middle of the next class period, over the intercom: “Ben Harms to the office.” (laughter) And 

that never happens, right?  I mean they send you little pink slips if you had to go to the office.  

Never over the intercom does anyone get announced.  So I walk in the office and I sit down, and 

there is the principal and the vice-principal, and they are just stoic as all get-out.  So I sit down and 

say, “Hey, how is it going?”  And I knew them because I had gotten really involved with Campus 

Life and some faith-based stuff that I had to meet with them about, so I knew them a little bit.  And 

they slide this poster across the table and they were like, “Do you know who did this to you?”  

(laughter) I just started chuckling, and I said, “Yeah, I did it.”  And I’ll never forget the look on my 

principal’s face. “You did it?  Why would you do that?”  It was like, “You just called my name over 

the intercom.  No one knew who I was.  Now everyone knows who I am—like that just worked!” 

(laughter)  She paused and still looked puzzled.  She looked over at the vice-principal, shaking their 

heads.  They’re looking back and forth at each other.  Then she goes, “Aren’t you a Christian?  

Christians don’t do these sorts of things.” (laughter) But at the end of the day, that had become this 

reality that I had experienced.  So…good Christian kids, they just fall in line, they do the right 

thing.  They don’t get off on these weird tangents like this, and they play by the rules.  That’s not 

how we do it here.  I mean I heard these things so much growing up, and I sort of looked around 

about what it meant to follow Jesus, and I was like, “I don’t think I want anything to do with this 

because that seems like the most boring thing I could ever imagine.”  And yet, in me God had 

created this weird (and my wife really does think it’s weird), this thing where my wife says, “Can’t 

you just be normal every once in a while?”  It’s an ability just to see things differently and to ask 

bigger questions and to try different stuff, and to not be afraid of failure.  That’s just in my blood.  I 

often didn’t know what to do with it.  And then I encounter stories like this:  Mark, 11: 
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On the next day, when they had left Bethany, He became hungry. Seeing at a distance 

a fig tree in leaf, He went to see if perhaps He would find anything on it; and when He 

came to it, He found nothing but leaves, for it was not the season for figs. He said to 

it, “May no one ever eat fruit from you again!” And His disciples were listening.  
                                                                                                                        (Mark 11:12-14) 

 

So one way I could teach this is: Jesus walked down the road and he gets really hungry and he gets 

grumpy. We call it “hangry”.  And he gets hungry, angry, grumpy, and he just kills a tree.  That’s 

why we don’t eat Fig Newtons.  So the first few times I read this, he goes on to teach his disciples 

about faith, and if you believe things, things can happen, and you can throw mountains into the sea 

if you believe enough.  But…then this moment happened in my own life, this one little nugget, and 

I’m digging into this further and I discover what symbolism a fig tree has.  You see, a fig tree, in 

historic, Jewish, Hebrew culture, was a symbol of authority and leadership and prosperity and 

power.  And Jesus, just days before His arrest and crucifixion, is with His disciples on His way to 

Jerusalem, and He encounters a fig tree and he curses it.  This is loaded.  This is Jesus saying in this 

moment, “This whole structure and religious system, I’m going to burn it down.  It’s not going to 

happen anymore because I’m not going to exist in a temple. God is not just going to live there.  

He’s going to live everywhere.”  So what does Jesus do on his way to the temple just days before 

everything changes?   He burns the flag.  I mean this is this incredible moment of this unruly king.  

If I’m one of His disciples and I see this happening—cursing a fig tree—it’s not like He just did 

that!  This is an intense moment!  This king isn’t here just to play nice.  He’s here to stir things up, 

to cause some disruption, you see, because we’ve gotten so focused on this idea and the way we 

think these things should work.  But you’re missing the point because at the end of the day, it’s this.  

And He is willing to be a bit dramatic and creative in how He does it.  This king is a bit unruly, a bit 

disruptive.  And we want Him to be safe, don’t we?  But He’s not safe.  But He’s good (if I could 

quote C. S. Lewis.)  Jesus, at this moment of disruption.  For me, it helped move me from this 

perception of following Jesus is lifeless and I can’t really be me if I’m going to be a Christian.  Oh 

no, really, when you read these stories of who He is, what an adventure!  What a challenging, 

disruptive, creative thing that He introduces us to, because at the end of the day, Jesus was and is an 

unruly King that I will gladly spend my life following. It gives permission for someone like myself 

to sort of jump into the world and ask some hard questions and try to figure out what it really looks 

like to follow Him.  And if that means we need to blow some things up, let’s blow some things up.  

Let’s curse some trees.  Let’s change some things. 

 

Next perception:  Becoming a Christian means losing a sense of creativity, because in the process, 

again, I perceived that it was all sort of figured out.  Growing up a fundamentalist, what the key 

tenant to fundamentalism is, we had it all figured out, and those were the glory days, and we just 

need to get back to that.  And there is no sense of forward movement, no sense of change or 

transformation.  And so I come to the scene as a young Christian and I have all these ideas of what 

it would look like to take this message of grace to the world, and people think we have all figured 

out the best way to do that and so your creativity isn’t really welcome here.  That is something 

throughout my life I have really struggled with, but it’s something that has begun to change a little 

bit for me as I have encountered these stories of Jesus and encountered people like the staff here in 

many ways.  They are great friends of mine who are like, “You know what?  Blow it up, man!  

Let’s do it!  Let’s change some things.” 
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Here’s a trend.  One-third of millennial Christians claim that church is boring.  I, many times in my 

life, have felt this, and it’s a perception that I hope that we can wrestle with, be willing to change— 

be willing to curse our own trees.  What are those things that we’re holding on to, and we think this 

is the symbol of everything that is good and right with the church and our world.  Are we willing to 

change that so that the next generation can see a whole new sense of openness for whatever it is that 

God might have for us? 

 

One of those things that really helped transform this for me in understanding the creativity that I 

feel in my own life and who Jesus is and who He calls us to be, I’ve found in the parables.  The 

parables are the way that Jesus taught us to live in the world.  More often than not, Jesus didn’t 

show up with a list of “The Seven Keys to Successful Living”, which you could get on the internet.  

It’s a list, right?  He shows up, and when the disciples have questions, when the religious leaders 

question Him or pin Him in a corner, He uses these metaphors—these incredibly brilliant stories 

where he compares things to pigs and lamps and slaves and masters and bridges and grooms—all 

sorts of weird stuff that when we read them today, we’re like: “What in the world?”  But for them, 

it was this creative metaphorical ability to sort of tell this story. “I want you to understand this 

thing, but you’ve got to understand it in your own way, so I’m going to tell you these stories.”  And 

as I struggle to maintain my faith, one of the things I did, and I shared this about a month ago, is I 

opened up scripture and I just said anything, any questions, any wrestlings—just read it one more 

time.  Read it fresh.  See what you find.  And I started with the gospels, and I fell in love with these 

parables because the creativity that Jesus brought in how He taught was alarming.  I mean it was 

just so challenging and deep and not static.  It wasn’t just linear, but it was this dynamic thing that 

we are involved in interpreting and helping to figure out.  What does that mean?  It is going to mean 

for me, at times, certain parables might mean one thing; but as I grow and deepen in my faith, 

suddenly I’m seeing it really differently.  And I just fell in love with the way that Jesus chose to 

teach us, not in this sort of way where you just walk along and every step is marked out, but it is 

this wild adventure—so adventurous that I thought: let’s explore a parable together.   

 

But because today’s sermon is titled, “The Adventures of Following an Unruly King”, we can’t just 

do this the normal way.  So I texted twelve of my friends and I asked them to send me a reference 

for a parable.  And I have no idea what they are. But I love parables and I love adventure, so I asked 

Andy to pick one of these parables, and he’s going to throw it up on the screen.  Luke, Chapter 5.  

Let’s turn there together.  I have no idea what Luke chapter 5 is.  Some people are probably totally 

freaking out right now.  Luke 5:36-39: 

 

And He was also telling them a parable: “No one tears a piece of cloth from a new 

garment and puts it on an old garment; otherwise he will both tear the new, and the 

piece from the new will not match the old. And no one puts new wine into old 

wineskins; otherwise the new wine will burst the skins and it will be spilled out, and 

the skins will be ruined. But new wine must be put into fresh wineskins. And no one, 

after drinking old wine wishes for new; for he says, ‘The old is good enough.’”  

                                                                                                                                  

I mean, Jesus in this moment uses this brilliant metaphor.  I mean wine was everywhere in that day, 

right?  And they’ve got these skins and were pouring wine.  This is something that we’re still 

wrestling with—this parable—something that we’re still unpacking. When I read this parable, I 

think of all the ways in which we experience change in our life, and it’s just hard and it’s disruptive.  

And we try to hold on to what was; and yet, there is this new thing happening, and how do we do 

both?  And Jesus showed up and he was like, “Well, it’s kind of like this.”  And you’re like: “What 

exactly does this mean?  What does that mean for me?  What does that mean for us?  What does it 
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mean for the disciples?”  I mean there are all sorts of questions that we can start to ask of this 

parable, right?  And we can spend our whole lives exploring this parable and what it looks like in 

our life and how it transforms us.  That is the creativity that I love about who Jesus is.   

This is one of my favorite parables.  I love that that’s the random one we drew.  It is exciting to dig 

into these stories that He gives us—these teachings that He offers us.  And for me, what was once 

so lacking in creativity and life has now become this beautiful, beautiful way of following Him, 

because at the end of the day, Jesus is this ultimate source of creativity and life and energy and 

passion.  And I have found so much connection and hope in the way that He has taught us through 

these parables.  It has been such a gift. 

 

So for me, as I think about these four perceptions that I’ve had, I’m able to move from these places 

of struggle where so much of my life has been wasted, so much of it struggle and brokenness, into 

this place where grace changes everything.  And in the process we encounter this unruly, rebellious 

king, full of adventure, full of life, wanting to step in and invite truth and love and grace to infiltrate 

not only us but the world around us. And as He does it, He gives us this model, this way of seeing 

the world this way, of telling stories, metaphorically, challenging, difficult stories that not only will 

they transform us, but that we can take those stories into the world so that these perceptions can be 

changed about who Jesus is, because at the end of the day, He is the source of all things of life.   

 

And so, for me, I’ve had to do this work of undoing a lot of these things that I’ve believed about my 

own faith, about us.  I’ve had to wrestle with them.  I’ve had to be really honest about them.  I’ve 

had to look at them square in the face—even the things in my own life, the ways I’ve been 

judgmental and hypocritical, the ways I’ve let my own faith become stagnant and mundane and not 

meaningful, and I’ve had to rip out those pages and help rewrite new ones, because I don’t believe 

that that’s who Jesus is.  But sometimes it takes this deep, meaningful work of undoing a lot of 

those things to get to the source of all life, to get people like that woman to the feet of Jesus, where 

truly we can encounter the life change that He longs for all of us to experience. Let’s pray. 

 

So may you and I, may we believe so deeply that God has us here to contribute a verse to 

this incredible and beautiful story that’s playing out of His kingdom coming here and now. 

And as we do that, may we rip out the pages of our own story, those perceptions, those 

things that we struggle with, believing that our life is waste, that so much of it is spent in 

vain. May we believe that God is here to redeem all of it, all things, because at the end of 

the day His grace changes everything. And He invites us into this unruly and adventurous 

pursuit, not of all these cute little rules, not of understanding life as poetry on a scale but 

stepping into this beautiful, electric alive, forward-moving adventure that He calls us to 

and as we do it, may we be unleashed with a sense of creativity, that the world around us 

might hear these stories in new and fresh ways similar to how He told them with these 

beautiful poetic narratives. May we, too, tell the world this story of His kingdom and His 

love and His grace no matter who you are, no matter where you come from, this story, it’s 

for you and it’s for us as we rip out the pages of our own religion, of the ways we think it 

needs to be done and the ways we want it to stay safe. And may we blow some things up 

and curse some trees so that truly we might step into this world with such boldness, such 

love that the world around us looks and all that they can see is the love and the grace of 

Jesus. Father may You just transform us; may You take us into those dark hard places of 

our story; may You remind us that nothing is wasted in Your world and Your kingdom and 

may you invite us to soak in your grace. And then may You challenge us, may You disrupt 

us ; may You not just allow us to stay in a safe and comfortable place, but may You just 

change us in such a way that we’re willing to follow You into this wild adventure, 
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wherever it may take us. God, we know that we can’t do that work but we know that with 

Your Spirit we can. Help us to have a posture of open hands and open hearts. Thank You 

for the fact that the life You called us to is so full of adventure, so full of passion.  Rescue 

us from those times when it looks like we struggle with what it looks like to follow You, and 

set us on fire for who You’ve called us to be, that we might contribute a verse in Your 

story.  In Your Son’s name we pray. 
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